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� Anti-malware ratings for computers 

and mobile devices 
� Erector Sets are back – build your 

own robot 
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� The Edge browser improves 
� Reducing junk phone calls 
� Cards are better than email 
 
 

 
 
 

FIND THE BEST  
INTERNET SECURITY  

FOR YOUR COMPUTER, PHONE 
OR TABLET 

 
One of the more frequently referenced 
independent testing labs for anti-
malware programs (aka “anti-virus” 
and “internet security”) is av-test.org.  
Their website has a handy summary of 
tests for a very large number of anti-
malware programs at https://www.av-
test.org/en/antivirus/home-windows/ 
 
Actually, at the top of this webpage 
are four large buttons you can click to 
see test summaries for the following 
categories of devices: 
 

• Android mobile (phones & 
tablets) 

• Windows OS 

• Mac OS 

• Business Windows Clients 
 
The summaries are in 2 or 3 columns 
with up to 5 dots in columns for 
https://www.av-
test.org/en/antivirus/home-windows 
protection and usability and in some 
reviews, also a column for usability. 
 

 
 

DO IT YOURSELF 
BUILD A ROBOT 

 
Some of you are old enough to have 
grown up with Erector Sets.  These 
were pieces of metal that you screwed 
together to make – well, almost 
anything.  The modern equivalent is 
the Lego, which is a dumbed-down 
version of the erector set - why bother 
with screws when you can just snap it 
together…and then watch it fall apart 
when the connectors aren’t as tight as 
they should be. 
 
I got my first Erector Set when I was 
around 8 years old and it taught me a 
love for using tools.  The more 
expensive ones even had electric 
motors.  I built cranes, oil rigs, oh – 
whatever.  It was great fun.  When I 
screwed the pieces together – they 
stayed together. 
 

 
 
Yup - after years of obscurity, the 
erector set is back, albeit with a new 
name and modern technology.   
 
It is a MECCANOID G15KS 
PERSONAL ROBOT.  You built it 
yourself.  There are 1100+ pieces, 10 
motors, 64MB of RAM, voice 
recognition, and more. 
 
And it is very mainstream, being sold 
at Toys-R-Us and other stores, for 
between $200 and $300.  Gee Whiz!  I 
wish I had the time so that my wife 
would buy me one as my holiday gift. 

 
 

BETTER THAN BLUETOOTH 
EAR TUMORS 

 
Like many people, I used to have a 
Bluetooth ear implant – you know, 
those little electronic tumors we put 
into our ears so we could be hands 
free in the car, or in the checkout line 
at a store (annoying everyone) or just 
walking down the street and talking to 
some invisible person as though we 
were mentally ill. 
 
Also, these little devices always 
seemed on the verge of falling out of 
my ear, so I was never really very 
fond of them. 
 
That ended for me when I bought my 
2008 RAV4 that had hands-free built 
right into the car.  But not everyone 
has hands free built into their car, and 
the hands-free speakerphones don’t 
really work very well. 
 
I miss my Bluetooth augmentation 
when I am on long tech support calls 
while working on someone’s 
computer.  There must be a better 

way, and there is. 
 
Try a Bluetooth headset.  I recently 
bought one and it is great.  Probably 
not something you want to walk down 
the street with, but if you want a 
headset when you are on a long 
conversation on your cell phone, or 
perhaps when you are a car that 
doesn’t have hands-free built into, 
then I suggest that this is the way to 
go. 
 

 
 

If you look for “Bluetooth headset” 
you not find it, so search for 



“Bluetooth over-the-head headset”.  
There are many available, on the 
market.  I have been using one made 
by G-Cord that ran me about $24 on 
Amazon.  If you are a sound purist, 
Sennheiser and Plantronics have 
models for around $180, but that’s 
above my pay grade.  Most seem to 
run in the $30-70 range and, as I 
mentioned above, I’m very happy with 
my $24 model from G-Cord. 
 
 

ABOUT THE MICROSOFT 
EDGE BROWSER 

 
When Windows 10 was first released, 
over a year ago, the venerable Internet 
Explorer (IE) was replaced with the 
Edge browser.  The reason Microsoft 
retired IE was because they felt it was 
no longer safe to use.  At first I found 
Edge to be very fast.  To clarify “fast” 
means fast to come up on the 
computer, because Edge is an app and 
such as you use on a phone or tablet, 
and not a full-fledged program, it 
loads very quickly.  I haven’t seen any 
comparative tests to indicate whether 
or not Edge downloads web pages 
faster or slower than other browsers. 
 
Unfortunately, I also found Edge to be 
very limited, as there were no add-ons 
or extensions available, importing 
favorites/bookmarks was problematic 
and only from IE.   
 
Things have changed and, although I 
still find the Opera browser my 
browser of choice, when I want a 
simple and fast lookup, I tend to go to 
Edge. 
 
One important improvement is that 
with the Anniversary Update to 
Windows 10, you can now easily 
import favorites (bookmarks) from 
Internet Explorer, Chrome and/or 
Firefox into the Edge browser.  For 
instructions with 8x10 glossy photos 
(apologies to Alice’s Restaurant), 
click on this link:  
http://www.pcworld.com/article/3113042/windo
ws/importing-bookmarks-and-favorites-to-edge-
is-easier-with-the-anniversary-
update.html?token=%23tk.PCW_nlt_pcw_powe
rtips_html_2016-09-
15&idg_eid=fe33da1209c24ca17b3859fcbd06e
98c&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=emai
l&utm_campaign=PCWorld%20Power%20Tips
%202016-09-
15&utm_term=pcw_powertips_html#tk.PCW_n
lt_pcw_powertips_html_2016-09-15 

 
 

GETTING AROUND 
JUNK PHONE CALLS 

 
This solution, which I recently 
implemented, will work for most 
businesses, and particularly small 
and/or home businesses. Because of a 
limitation mentioned in the piece, it 
will probably not be a reasonable 
solution for home/residential phone 
lines. 
 
A few issues back I mentioned that I 
dropped my business landline because 
of far too many junk phone calls.  It 
took me several minutes to wade 
through the junk messages on my 
answering machine at the end of the 
day. 
 
I now have a new landline number and 
a way of filtering out junk calls that 
seems to be working fairly well.  Here 
is what I did… 
 

• Took out an 800 number.  Pricing 
was a minimal $19.95/month.  
The 800 number routes all 
incoming calls to my office 
landline. 

 

• Had Cox (my landline is through 
Cox Digital) put an absolute 
lockout of all incoming calls, 
except those I specifically allow 
through.  This service is free, 
although it does limit the 
allowable call list to be no more 
than 30 numbers.  This is the 
limitation that may not make it a 
reasonable solution for home 
phones which I mentioned at the 
start of this piece, but is not a 
problem for me because the only 
number I am allowing through to 
my landline is my 800 number. 

 
Pretty simple, and won’t probably 
work for a residential phone, but for a 
business phone, it is an excellent 
solution. 
 
But wait…there is more. 

 
The firm that provides the 800 phone 
line has some nice options that I can 
select.  For example, if I do start to get 
spam calls to my 800 number (which 
will go through to my landline) I can 
check an option that presents the caller 

with a message about pressing 1 for 
something, pressing 2, and so forth.  A 
corresponding option will not pass 
calls to my landline unless there is a 
response, so this should completely 
eliminate robo-calls and only those 
calls from an actual person who can 
listen to the options and select the 
right one will go through.  So it’s not 
absolutely perfect, but should 
eliminate over 90% of incoming junk 
calls. 
 
By the way, if you look in the upper 
left corner of the first page of this 
newsletter, you will see my new 800 
number, which is 800-788-1185 
 
 

CARDS ARE BEST 
 
Sure, almost anyone can create a 
distribution list and email holiday their 
holiday letter to a bazillion people, but 
there is something about getting a card 
in the mail that is nice.   Something 
you can read and then display on the 
fireplace mantle or similar location.  
This is particularly nice if the sender 
has taken some time to hand write a 
personal note, and not just enclose the 
usual “this is what we have been doing 
all year” letter folded inside of the 
card. 
 
 
This newsletter is a service to clients of Coastal 
Computer Care.  Please remember us when you 
need professional computer support or tutoring.  
If you are not currently a client but wish to 
receive this free newsletter, send me a request 
via email and I’ll be happy add you to the 
distribution list 
 
Disclaimer:  Coastal Computer Care presents 
information in this newsletter as a courtesy.  
The recommendations are made in good faith 
and are believed to be reliable and safe. CCC 
cannot, however, foresee every possibility and 
assumes no responsibility for any problems that 
may be encountered as a consequence of the 
recommendations.  Always backup your 
computer and make sure that System Restore is 
set to ON. 


